SEPARATIST INVASION
BATTLE FORCE STARTER SET

T-SERIES TACTICAL DROID PILOT
AAT Trade Federation
Battle Tank once
You lose AC ATTACK.
You gain FIELD COMMANDER (After a friendly neutral command card is played, you may be nominated as a commander.)

• Lok Durd
AAT Trade Federation
Battle Tank only
You lose AC ATTACK, even while this card is exhausted.
Until the end of your activation, each of your weapons gains SUPPRESSIVE (After you perform an attack, the defender gains 1 suppression token.)

IG-100 MAGNA GUARD
AI: Dodge, Move
Charge (After you perform a move action, you may perform a free melee attack action.)
Guardian 2:
Immune: Melee Pierce
Retinue: (At the start of the Activation Phase, if you are at range 1-2 of a friendly unit, gain 1 aim or dodge token.)
Unhindered (You ignore the effects of difficult terrain.)
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